
Baby Clothes & Accessories
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Turn basic baby 
duds into photo-
ready attire. Read 
on for impossibly 
cute style tips.



 just wing it
What’s the difference between 
a standard photo shoot and 
the session of your dreams? 
Feathers. Pair these wings 
with some ruffled bloomers, 
and your girlie is ready for her 
close-up—with minimal fuss.

bow me over
To DIY your own 
portrait-worthy 
pretties, try adding 
easy embellishments 
(like mini bows and 
fabric flowers) to
our basic accessories.
Creeper: Cut a knit 
flower headband to 
fit across the front, 
and stitch it on.
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lace grace
This stretchy lace (sold near 
our hair accessories) is a lovely 
way to add delicate oomph to a 
plain black creeper. It isn’t stiff 
or scratchy, so it won’t make 
your little fashionista fidget. 
Bow: cotton trim from the 
Fabric Department.

best dress
We used spare lace head-
bands to trim this fancy 
pink frock—they’re extra 
wide, so it’s easy to fold 
them over for a multi-
layered look. The poodle
is an iron-on applique, 
and her leash is made 
from tiny heat-set pearls.
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flying colors
Think fabric dye for a DIY that 
can go from picture day to 
play date to afternoon nap. 
This spray-on kind heat-sets 
in your dryer—just be sure 
to read the directions on the 
package (wet application for 
our look) before you dive in.

ribbon wish
It’s a dress-up day, but it’s 
hard for your sweetums 
to toddle in a tutu. The 
solution? Stitch ribbon and 
tulle to a puffed-sleeve 
tee for on-the-go ballerina 
cuteness. Outfit makers: 
lacy baby leggings and a 
flower-decked headband. 
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dream 
come tulle

Layers and layers of 
floaty pink tulle (and a 
giant bow) make this 
ready-to-go skirt a 
teeny diva’s dream 
come true. To keep 

the glam going strong, 
DIY a coordinating 
top—we added a 

pink studded iron-on 
to a simple white tee 

for our look.
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suit yourself
Here’s one way to make 
your little man spiffy in a 
jiffy: plain creeper, iron-
on pocket and sneaker-
printed socks. Love the 
bow tie? Since this outfit 
doesn’t have a collar, we 
snipped off the neck strap 
and stitched on the bow.

oh, brother
These sibling iron-on 
sets come almost as you 
see them. We added the 
chevron arrows on a whim—
try cutting simple shapes 
from an iron-on transfer 
sheet to incorporate your 
own customized cuteness. 
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in a state
Your little one has style—from those tiny toes to that 
cute little noggin. Speaking of noggins, here’s a fast 
project to top off baby’s play-day ensemble: itty-bitty 
baseball cap, trendy state iron-on…and good to go. 

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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